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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Estimation of a standard deviation (or variance) is an important statistical prob­
lem. In context of Statistical Quality Control (SQC), a process standard deviation 
measures baseline or "common cause" variation. Its estimation is important for pur­
poses of process characterization and subsequent setting of control limits on various 
process performance measures. This dissertation concerns the estimation of process 
standard deviation in the absence of replication. 
The Problem 
We consider the simple model 
Aj -}• Cj i — 1,2,... ,11 
where 
so that given /;q, /t2,..., /tn, the variables Xi are independent, 
A',- ~ N i f t i ^ a h  
In Statistical Quality Control, it is sometimes necessary to periodically take single 
observations to study a characteristic of a process. This can be modeled as a sce­
nario of taking repeated samples of size in=l from different populations ordered in 
time. Since the location parameters of these populations may differ significantly, the 
estimation of variance, cr^, or standard deviation poses a problem to be explored. 
In practice, estimators of variance (or standard deviation) that strictly speaking 
are appropriate only supposing that observations are iid, are sometimes used. This is 
done even though these assumptions are likely to be violated because the population 
means are changing. The purpose of this study is to estimate the process variance 
under some simple probability models for /q, /io,..., fin and propose some corrective 
measures to apply to estimators based on iid assumptions. 
Of course, any number of models are possible, but we consider the following 
m o d e l s  f o r  X _  =  A ' ' 2 , . . . ,  X n ] ' •  
Model 1 : Ml 
This is the basic model introduced above. That is, we assume that the A'^-'s are 
independently and normally distributed but need not have the same means, i.e. 
A^ ^ 1, 2, . . . , 72 
where 
3 
1. A'^; is the observed vah\e from ith population. 
2. /tj is the mean of the tth population, and 
3. Cj's are I I N ( 0 , a ^ ) .  
In other words, either thinking of the fii as fixed, or thinking conditional on 
X i  ~ 
Model 2 : M2 
To the basic model assumptions Ml 
=/'?• +«;• / = 1,2, ...,n 
we add the assumption that the population means fij follow a first order autoregres-
sive model, AR(1). That is 
= i = l,2,...,n 
where 
1. fij is the mean of ith population, 
2. p-Corr{ni_i,n^), 
3. ei~//iV(0,a2), 
4. i/j ~//A'(0,(TP), 
and the Cj and sequences are independent. In this model 
H = /''/'O + H 
j = l  
and 
=  P^'O + Z! + ^ i -
;=i 
In other words, 
where ^ = 
X~yv(^/^0,S) 
/9^,..., and S, the variance covariance matrix of 2Ci has the form 
S — (jg /jj + crpln 
where /n is the n  x  n  identity matrix and 
V n  =  
P 
(' + "-) (l +/)-) 
^(n-1) ^(n-2)(i^^2) ^(n-3) (i + ^ 2 + ^ 4) ... 
(n-1) 
E j=Q 
(1- ) 
Note that the variance covariance matrix, E, has linear structure. 
Model 2.1 : M2.1 A  useful specialization of model M2 is the case where 
/9 = 1, i.e. where the /ij's follow a random walk model, 
f i i  =  H i - l  +  i ' ' i  i  =  1 , 2 , . . .  , n .  (1 .2)  
5 
Under this assumption 
J = 1 
and 
- /'O + Y 1  + H  
j = l  
Again in other words, 
x~yv(l/io,s) (1.5) 
where i = [1,1,...,!]' and S = cr^In + for 
1 1 1 ... 1 
1 2 2 ... 2 
In = 1 2 3 ... 3 
1 2 3 ... n  
The variance covariance matrix, S, continues to have a linear structure. 
Model 3 : M3 
To the basic model assumptions Ml we might add the assumption that there is 
linear drift in /t's i.e. 
6 
/ / . / = + / )  ( 1 . 7 )  
where 
1. /jj is the /'th population mean, and 
2. h  is the drift. 
For observed value, A'j , from the ith population, 
~ Mi i = 1, 2,..., n 
becomes 
=  f i Q  +  i h  +  e j  
with 
£,,• ~ n N { 0 , a i ) .  
In other words. 
X ~ N { f i Q l  + h k , a ^ I n )  (1.8) 
for k  =  [1, 2 , . . . ,  n ] ' .  
7 
Model 4 : M4 
We will also consider a random effects model. To the basic assumptions Ml, 
^ — 1,2,..., 
we add the assumptions that the /ij are themselves i i d  normal random variables 
independent of the e.,; sequence. That is for unknown parameters /jq and we 
suppose that the means and errors have the structure 
Model 5 : M5 
The special case of model Ml when all the /ij are the same, is the p  =  I  and 
9 0 
a p  =  0  case of M2, the l i  =  0  case of M3, and the = 0 case of M4. That is, we 
will also consider the model 
A ' j =/i + e j  / = 1,2,.. .  , 7 ?  
where 
1. li IS a constant and 
2. £,~///V(0,a|). 
That is, 
A',- ~ 
s 
Methods of Estimation and Organization of the Dissertation 
Under the different sets of assumptions described above, the following three 
. 9  principles of estimation will be used to develop estimators for CTg, the parameter of 
model Ml of primary interest in this dissertation: 
1. the Method of Moments, 
2. the Maximum Likelihood Method, and 
3. the Bayesian Method. 
In Chapter 2, we consider an estimation method common in SQC circles, the 
estimation of standard deviation ba,sed on the mean moving range, ae = 
where Mn is a mean moving range and f/2 a standard " control chart constant, " is 
essentially a method of moments estimator and is unbiased for ae under the iid Model, 
M5. But if this estimator is to be used under other models, it needs adjustment or 
corrective measures. 
In Chapter 3, we consider the maximum likelihood estimation of under differ­
ent models. The consequences of using the maximum likelihood estimator of cr| for 
the iid model M5 under other models are discussed. Appropriate corrective measures 
for this estimator if it is to be used under other models are considered. 
In Chapter 4, the Bayesian estimation of cr| is considered under various models. 
Since, for the more complicated models, closed forms of posterior distributions do 
not seem to exist, an approach based on Gibbs sampler has Ijeen used to calculate 
the Bayes estimates. 
Chapter 5 describes a Monte-Carlo study of the performance of all the estimators 
considered in Chapters 2 through -1 under various different models. Comparisons are 
9 
based on the MSE criteria. 
Chapter 6 consists of summary of the study and some recommendations to prac­
titioners. 
10 
CHAPTER 2. ESTIMATORS BASED ON THE MOVING RANGE 
AND MEAN MOVING RANGE 
The range of a sample of size larger than 1 is widely used as a measure of 
dispersion in Statistical Quality Control. It is a quantity that is often plotted on 
control charts, and the mean of several ranges is often used as the basis of a simple 
estimate of standard deviation. If two or more values are observed from the same 
normal population, an unbiased estimator of standard deviation can be found by 
dividing the range by the "control chart constant," do- (.And several such estimators 
are often averaged.) 
We now describe how, in the unreplicated situation considered here, an esti­
mator of cTe can be produced based on the mean of moving ranges of consecutive 
observations. A discussion of the consequences of using the typical estimator based 
on the mean moving range (which is appropriate under iid assumptions) when the 
observations actually follow other models is given. Corrections to the usual estimator 
are proposed if it is to be used under other models. 
Estimation of ae Based on tiie Moving Range of 2 Consecutive 
Observations 
Suppose, in two consecutive samples of size m  =  I ,  we have 
11 
A'l ~iV(/q,<r|) 
A'2 ~ N i f i o ^ c r ^ )  
where, A'j and X o  are statistically independent. The observations have same variance 
but different means, /q and fio- For this n = 2 situation, the moving range is defined 
as the absolute difference between A'j and A'-? i.e., 
I'K = |Ai - A.2I. 
The expected value of the moving range, IK, is 
E W  =  ^ ; i A i - A 2 l  
(Ai - A2) - im - no) (/n - ftp) 
\/2ae \/2at 
=  E  
=  E \ Z  +  6 i 2 \ { V 2 a e )  
y/2ae 
where Z  ~ A^(0,1) and ^^2 = Now, 
£|Z + <,3l = 
— 00 
_ l  "*^1- 0  9 
=  ^/ (-- + 1^2)'-"/-''-- + ;^  / + 
-00 -Sy2 
1 0 1 0 
= 71; / in J + 
— 00 —00 
1 +0° o +00 1 o 
TS / ''-• + «i2 / TS'"*""'-''--
—(^12 ""^12 
= + -512 [^(2 > -^12) -  ^ (2 < -^12)] 
12 
yfe-'^12/2 + S y 2 P { \ Z \  <  <512) if h ' l  >  0 
yf 6-^12/2 + l^i2lP(12| < |<5i2l) if .512 < 0 
= 2 < t > { 6 i 2 )  +  \ S i 2 \ P ( \ Z \ < \ S i 2 \ ) -
Hence, 
and 
E W  =  v / 2 a e [ 2 0 ( 6 i 2 )  +  1 6 i 2 l P ( | Z l  <  I 6 1 2 I ) ] ,  
I W  
i c r e i  
= \/2[2(/)((5I2) + 1^121^(1^1 <l<5i2l)]-
Under Model M5, (when /q = f . 1 0 ) ,  <5i2 = 0 and A'l and X o  are i i d ,  so 
moj = ^  
and 
ly 
L(Te 
2 
" 7^ 
= 1.1281521496 
This is the value of d o  for samples of size 2. 
From the above, when A'l and A'2 are i i d  (and normally distributed), an unbiased 
estimator of <7e is 
13 
In those cases (rare in practice ) that (5|2 be assumed to be 0, but is known, 
an unbiased estimator of tlie standard deviation, ce, is 
(22 )  
v^|2^(%) + |il2|P(|2|<|<12l)l 
If |^p2l 0' tends to overestimate by a (multiplicative) factor of 
s J l m h 2 )  +  \ h 2 \ P i \ Z \ < \ h 2 \ ) ] -  (2-3) 
Another way of sa^'ing this is that when is not zero, dc needs to be corrected by 
multiplying by 
^ [ 2 < H S n )  +  l'il2l^(|Z| < l<12l)r 
so that Kcfe is an unbicised estimator of ae-
Moments of ae when Population Means are not the Same 
The Mean of ae- Display (2.3) shows that the e.xtent of systematic overesti-
mation of ae by ae depends on the magnitude of difference between population means. 
Table 2.1 gives values of the quantity (2.3). In Table 2.1, the first column shows the 
absolute difference in population means. Column 2 gives the expected value of the 
moving range, j.Vj — .V.2l, while the third column shows the multiplicative factor by 
which ae overestimates ae. We see that the magnitude of overestimation increases 
with the absolute difference between population means. The systematic overestima­
tion is about 6% if the absolute difference, |/q — fiol, is 0.5, i.e. half the value of ae-
When 1//]^ — ^^2! ~ ""C' <^6 overestimates ae by 24%. And a systematic overestimation 
of 86% results when the absolute difference in population means is twice the standard 
deviation. 
14 
Table 2.1: The Mean of de when cr|=l 
1/^1 - /'2l E W  =  E \ X i  -  A ' 2 1  E d e  =  E i W I d o )  
0.00000 1.128152 1.00000 
0.10000 1.130972 1.00249 
0.50000 1.197964 1.061SS 
1.00000 1.399105 1.24017 
1.50000 1.709535 1.51534 
2.00000 2.100425 1.S61S2 
2.50000 2.543723 2.25477 
3.00000 3.017221 2.67448 
3.50000 3.506115 3.10783 
4.00000 4.001951 3.54351 
4.50000 4.50055S 3.98931 
5.00000 5.000143 4.43215 
For large l/q —/'2I, the systematic overestimation is (in fractional terms) ap­
proximately in the sense that 
l/'l~/'2l f'2l'^r2l 
which clearly has the limit ^ as l^^ol °°-
The Variance of d e .  The variance of the moving range W  =  |A']^  — A'ol is 
V a r [ W )  =  E \ X i  -  A ' o p  -  { E \ X i  -  A o l ) " .  
Here 
E \ X i  -  X o ^  =  V a r { X i  -  X o )  + (/q - /to)" 
= 2(T| + (/q -/io)-
= 2<Te(l + (5|2)-
15  
So 
V a r { W )  =  2 a l { i + 8 l o J - 2 a i [ 2 < j > ( 6 i 2 ) ^ \ S i o J P { \ Z \ < \ 6 i 2 \ ) ? -
= 2 a l  [l + 42 - [2<ji(^i2) + |<5i2l^(l^l < I<5i2l)]-] • 
When /q = /to, V a r { W )  = (1 — • ^ ) 2 a ^  and V'«7-(1'K) —• 2 a ^  as |/q — { . l o ]  —» oo. 
Further, one can show numerically that 
(l-^)2a| <  V a r [ \ V ) < 2 4 -  (2.5) 
Since 
a e  =  W j c h  
V a v { a e )  =  2 a l  [ l  +  4 ,  -  [ 2 ^ ( , 5 i 2 )  +  | ^ i 2 | / ' ( | 2 ^ l  <  l < 5 i 2 l ) ] - ] / 4  
Table 2.2 gives the values of V a r [  W )  and V a r ( a e )  for different values of |/q — f i o l  
when (Tg = 1. When cr| = 1, we see that as increases, Var{W) approaches 2. 
Estimation of ae Based on the Mean Moving Range 
Given n  samples of size one, the mean moving range is defined as the arthmetic 
mean of the absolute difference of consecutive observations. In symbols 
E IAy-i-A' I 
M„ = 
( n  -  1) 
We proceed to consider the properties of Mnldo as an estimator of ae under 
the various models introduced in the previous chajiter. 
16 
Table 2.2: Variance of IK = |.Vj — .\'2l and be when cr| = 1 
l/'l - Var{W) Var(Wldo) 
0.000000 0.727272 0.571428 
0.100000 0.730901 0.574295 
0.500000 0.S14SS2 0.640264 
1.000000 1.045033 0.819109 
1.500000 1.3274S9 1.043027 
2.000000 1.5SS212 1.247881 
2.500000 1.77946S 1.398154 
.3.000000 1.896372 1.490007 
3.500000 1.957156 1.537765 
4.000000 1.9S43S1 1.559156 
4.500000 1.994971 1.567477 
5.000000 1.998569 1.570304 
Properties of Mnldo under Model Ml 
The expected value of the mean moving range under model Ml is 
EM„ = (n - 1) 
r n 
— \/2cre 
j=-2 
( n - l )  
where (5, _i -• J '•iJ 
then 
= ^^ • Clearly, if each — ftj\ = 0 (model M5 holds) 
E = j _  
ere ) v/tt 
= do 
17 
i.e. <7e = Mn/(h's an unbiased estimator of <Te.. If the ft j are not all the same, Mn/do 
systematically overestimates ere, but the overestimation factor does not exceed 
\/2 
Dmax = -7— [2</>(<5ma.x') + \^max\P{\Z\ < |^max|)] (2-6) 
"2 
where 
Smax = rnax{\6j_i j\-J = 1, 2 , . . .  , ? r }  
since we have seen numerically that E \ X j _i — A'j| is monotone in — M j \ -  In 
those cases (again, rare in practice) where Smax ^ 0 but the Sj_i j are known, an 
unbiased estimator of ae based on the mean moving range is 
( n - l ) M n  
i=2 
The variance of Mn is 
where 
V = 
V a r ( M n )  = (" - l)~-i'V'l. 
varp2 ^"^12,23 ® ^ 
^"'^12,23 ^^<^^23 ^^^^23,34 0 
0 <^0^23,34 ^^"''34 <^01.3445 
for 
V„rij = V«r{|A',:-,Vj| 
= Co,.{\Xi -  XjUXj -  X^. 
IS 
V is an (n — 1) x (?7. — 1) symmetric matrix. In terms of the entries of the matrix 
V, the variance of the mean moving range is 
Var{Mn) = (2.7) ( n  -  1 ) 2  
A simple expression exists for the Krt7-(|A'j_2 — A'j|), but no such expression 
seems possible for Cov{\Xj_-^ — A'jl, \Xj — |). Since no exact expression exists 
for E\Xj_i — XjllA'j — A'j^j^l, Monte Carlo was used to evaluate this expression. 
Table 2.3 shows numerical values of £^|A'j_^ — A'^HA'^ — for different sets 
of when cri = 1 (and standard errors for the numerical values in 
parentheses). These were obtained as follows. Since 
~  / v  
{Hj-\ - / ' j )  2  - 1  
. ( - v i - a > i )  _ {(Ij  - z ' j + l )  - 1  2  
random samples of size 2000 were generated from this bivariate normal distribution. 
The arithmetic mean of the values of — Aj||A'j — was used to approx­
imate the expected value. 
With the knowledge of | and |/jj — |, Tables 2.1 and 2.3 can be 
used to find the value of Coy(|A'^j_j^ — A'j|, |Aj — and the corresponding 
correlation. From Table 2.4, we observe that when (/'j_i — /'j) and (/ij — Mj-^-i) 
have the same sign, either both negative or both positive, there is negative correlation 
between — Xj\ and |A'j — A'^^_j_jj|, otherwise the correlation is positive . 
When {^j — i — Z'j) = 0, the correlation is maximum for (/tj — = 0, but 
diminishes as (fij — /'j-f i) moves away from zero. 
Table 2.3: Numerical Values of — AjU-Vj — when cTq—1 (Standard 
Errors in Parentheses) 
i f ' i - f i + l )  
- f l j )  -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
-3 8.1554 5.5383 3.7655 3.4314 4.6404 6.9757 9.8080 
(0.1006) (0.0825) (0.0677) (0.0780) (0.1109) (0.1435) (0.1716) 
-2 5.5383 3.6921 2.5403 2.4199 3.3508 5.0070 6.9757 
(0.0825) (0.0637) (0.0522) (0.0631) (0.0900) (0.1177) (0.1435) 
-1 3.7655 2.5403 1.7687 1.6881 2.3598 3.3508 4.6404 
(0.0677) (0.0522) (0.0424) (0.0495) (0.0663) (0.0900) (0.1110) 
0 3.4314 2.4199 1.6881 1.4301 1.6881 2.4199 3.4314 
(0.0780) (0.0631) (0.0495) (0.0429) (0.0495) (0.0631) (0.0780) 
1 4.6404 3.3508 2.3598 1.6881 1.7685 2.5403 3.7655 
(0.1109) (0.0900) (0.0663) (0.0424) (0.0608) (0.0744) (0.0963) 
2 6.9757 5.0070 3.3508 2.4199 2.5403 3.6921 5.5383 
(0.1435) (0.1177) (0.0900) (0.0631) (0.0522) (0.0637) (0.0825) 
3 9.8080 6.9757 4.6404 3.4314 3.7655 5.5383 8.1554 
(0.1716) (0.1435) (0.1109) (0.0780) (0.0677) (0.0825) (0.1006) 
Table 2.4: Numerical Values of C7orr(|A'Q_— A'^l, \ X j  —  
hi) 
-10 -5 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 5 10 
-10 -0.40 -0.32 -0.30 -0.27 -0.20 0.00 0.08 0.17 0.19 0.17 0.08 
-5 -0.32 -0.46 -0.43 -0.40 -0.30 0.00 0.22 0.31 0.33 0.30 0.17 
-3 -0.30 -0.43 -0.49 -0.45 -0.34 0.00 0.27 0.36 0.37 0.33 0.19 
-2 -0.27 -0.40 -0.45 -0.44 -0.32 0.05 0.30 0.38 0.36 0.31 0.17 
-1 -0.20 -0.30 -0.34 -0.32 -0.18 0.14 0.32 0.30 0.27 0.22 0.08 
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.14 0.22 0.14 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 0.08 0.22 0.27 0.30 0.32 0.14 -0.18 -0.32 -0.34 -0.30 -0.20 
2 0.17 0.31 0.36 0.38 0.30 0.05 -0.32 -0.44 -0.45 -0.40 -0.27 
3 0.19 0.33 0.37 0.36 0.27 0.00 -0.34 -0.45 -0.49 -0.43 -0.30 
5 0.17 0.30 0.33 0.31 0.22 0.00 -0.30 -0.40 -0.43 -0.46 -0.32 
10 0.08 0.17 0.19 0.17 0.08 0.00 -0.20 -0.27 -0.30 -0.32 -0.40 
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Asymptotic Properties of the Mean Moving Range 
Now we study some large sample properties for the mean moving range, Mn-
Proposition 2.1 states the a.e. convergence of i\In — EMn to zero. This is a kind of 
almost sure consistency of ctc = Mnldo for its e.xpectation in model Ml. 
Proposition 2.1 Let be a sequence oj independent random variables such 
that Xj ~ N{f.ij ,a^).  Then, for any fixed sequence of means 
Jin - EJIn ^ 0. 
Proof: Let Yj = Define another sequence of random variables 
n 
by Wj — Yj — EYj. We will show that with i i  = (71 — 1), and 5,-, = ^ Wj 
i=i 
^ 0 as n —» CO. 
n 
Using the obvious notations for the sums of the odd and even indexed terms making 
up 5jj, we may write 
c, _ codd I ceven , o 
- ^ fi + 
or 
TF, _ ^oddTTrodd evnirweven , ^ft 
" n ~ n S7 '  n 
where 
ryodd 
= the arithmetic mean of the H-^^-'s with j  odd and j  < [h — 1), 
w 
even 
h 
odd 
even 
n 
the arithmetic mean of the with j even and j  < h, 
^ if n is even 
if n is odd, 
1 
7  if n is even 
2n 7j7^ if n is odd, 
and 
R,\ = 
0 if h is even 
11,-J if h is odd . 
Lamperti (1966, page 31) proves the following form of the strong law of large 
numbers: 
Let Xj,X2,. . .  be independent random variables with means fXj and variances 
< oo ,  then 
^limn- >oo 
X] +.V2+..-+-Vn _ /'I  +fio.. .+fin 
n 72 = o) = 
Since by (2.5) '2a^ (l — < V a v { Y j )  = l-'rtr(H'j) < ' 2 a ^  the condition of the Lam 
perti's strong law is satisfied for and 11'^,''^", so 
ii/odd a.e. « 
wf^ —> 0 
and 
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Also, 
^odd j / o  
and 
„even ^ e u e n ^ l / 2  a s r ? - > o o  
We thus need only to show that 0. 
• '  n  
By Chebyshev's inequality, for £ > 0 
P < Var(R.fi)/]i"e~ < 2a^/h~e^. 
So 
z ^ ( l ^ n / " l  >  e )  <  o o .  
Thus, by the Borel Cantelli lemma. 
P ( \ R f i / h \  >  e  i . o . )  = 0, 
which implies 3 a set fie of probability 1 such that for each a; g Qe 3 n(u;, e) such 
that n > n(u), e) implies that 
(2.S) 
Let e run through a sequence of values decreasing to zero, for example Then, 
Hq  = '^^1^1// probability 1 since P(flQ) = lim^ P(flj^^^). On the set fig 
Rf^/n —» 0. So 
or 
Tin - ETln ^ 0 .  •  
We note that Proposition 2.1 guarantees an ahnost sure convergence to 0 of 
Mn — EMn for each fixed sequence of means Models M2 and M4 add to the 
assumptions of model Ml distributional assumptions on the sequence while 
models M3 and M5 specify particular restrictions on fixed sequence of means. As 
such, Proposition 2.1 immediately provides almost sure convergence results for Mn 
under M3 and M5, and provided one can show the almost sure convergence of the 
function of symboHzed as EMn in Proposition 2.1, under models M2 and 
M4 as well. 
Proposition 2.2 is a central limit theorem for Mn under assumptions on the 
sequence li!<e those of model Ml, M3. M4 and M5 that make the sequence 
{|A'j — stationary. 
Proposition 2.2 Suppose that assuinptioiis on llie sequence added to the 
basic model assumptions Ml in such a way that 
1. the sequence {|A'j  — A'j^^ |} is stationary and l-dependent,  and 
2. corr(|a'j_i - a'^-|,|aj - aj-+i|) > -1/2. 
Then 
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V^iMn -  EMn) ^(0,^72^^ 
whtrt = VardXi - X2I) + 2Coi.(|A'i - Xol, IA'2 - X^\).  
Proof: This result is an immediate consequence of the following form of the central 
limit theorem (Anderson, 1971): 
Let {I'n} be a sequence of stationary m-dependcnt random variables loith EY^ < 00. 
Assmne that = V«7'(y]^) + > 0, then 
s/n(Yn -  /O N(0,cr~n). •  
Consider the immediate implications of Proposition 2.2. Under both models M4 
and M5, the sequence {Xj} is an iid sequence. This implies that the sequence — 
A'j^^ 1} is 1-dependent and stationary. Then use of the = 0 
entry of Table 2.4 shows that the correlation assumption of Proposition 2.2 holds, 
and that Mn (and so &e) is asymptotically normal. 
Similarly, under model M3, the sequence {lA'j — A'^^j.]!} 's 1-dependent and 
stationary. Then using — \ — /'j + l entries of Table 2.4 shows that at 
least for |/?| < 10<7e the correlation a.ssumption seems to hold, and thus Mn (and so 
(Te) is asymptotically normal. 
m-dependent central limit theorems are available in literature for the case where 
observations are not identically distributed. For example, Orey(105S) gives the fol­
lowing result: 
Let {A'^;} be a sequence of m-dependent random variables with 0 means and finite 
variances. Let be the variance of Sn = A'l -f A'o -j- . . .  -I- A'^. Then 
if  
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( w i e  / - i  =  o ( i ) .  
It seems likely that additional analysis and Orey's result would show that 
M n — E M y i  
\Jy (IV M n 
A^(0,1) under the model assumptions Ml for any sequence of means 
Properties of ae and Bias Correction under Model M2 
As described earlier, under model M"2. the /<, 's are generated by an autoregressive 
model i.e. for uj ~ A'(0,crp) and /<q an unknown parameter 
H i  =  1  +  U i  
or 
= phi'O + -^^^2 + •••+ /"'(z-l) +'^r 
That is, 
.V; = p'/ZQ +/)(' "^1^2 + • • • +/"'(z-i) ++ ^ r 
So 
(-Vj _ 1 - Xj) ~ iV 1 (1 - );,Q, 2rr} + ap 
By arguments similar to those on page 12, 
1  +  ( 1  - p )  (!+/>) 
2 + 
9 
9 (Tp 
l + d - / ' )  (l + z') 
2 H S { j ) )  +  \ 8 ^ j ) \ P { \ Z \ < \ S f ^ j ^ \ )  (2.9) 
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where 
^0") = 
<^e. 2  +  ^  l  +  d - / ' )  i ^ + p )  
So, in those rare occassions where both p and —^ are known, an unbiased estimator (7; 
of (Tg based on — .Vj| is 
•2+ I+ (1-/3) (l-/>"(-^ 0)\ (1+/ ' )  
9 
That is, if p and the ratio are known, an adjustment to ae based on 
may be made by multiplying by the factor 
( j )  
2 + + (1 - ( l + p ) — ^  2</>(<5^.2)) +  l<^(2)l^(l^l <  l'^(2)l) 
(•2.10) 
In a similar fashion, under model model M2 
(tf 
2  +  ^  1  + ( 1  - z ' )  
( 1  - p 2 ( j - i ) ) -
( l + z ' )  
•20(6o-)) + l'^(,)l^(m<l^(,)l) (2.11) 
and if p and —^ are known, an unbiased estimator of erg can be obtained from 
= Mnldo as 
'  1 ^  1  '  '  
—  e — i  ' e  
\ 
n i=2 
(2.12) 
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Model M2.1 Since the random walk model M2.1 is a special case of model 
M2 where /? = 1, it is evident from (2.10) and (2.12) how to correct ae to produce 
an unbiased estimator of a^- Under the random walk model each 
do 
\ 
. t  i  2  
1 
\ 
(2.13) 
1 + :?% 
2ae 
This means that ae tends to overestimate ac by a factor of 
unbiased estimator of erg is 
& e AI n 
1 + 
2ae 
\ 1 + 
0 
•lai ^/l 
and that an 
(2.14) 
2 + ^  
<^e 
Further, arguments similar to those used in the proof of Proposition 2.1 show that 
under the random walk model M2.1, the function of the sequence {/tj} symbolized 
as EMn in the statement of Proposition 2.1 converges almost surely to 
2 
<Je\/- • 2  +  4 
Thus, under the random walk model M2.1 
a.s. 
ctg > cte 1 + 
•> 
It is a simple matter to verify that under model M2.1 the sequence {|A'j-A'j_i|} 
is stationary and 1-dependent. Thus, in order to infer the asymptotic normality of 
Mn (and thus ere) only the correlation condition of Proposition 2.2 needs to be 
checked. Note that 
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( a - - a - + 1 )  
0 
~ N 
0 
{2cr| + cTp) -(a| + crp) 
-(a^ + al) (2cr| + cr3) 
and 
p =  6 w [ ( . v i  - a - 2 ) , ( . v 2 - . v 3 ) ]  
We + '^l)  
[ 2 a l ^ - a l )  
Now, Johnson and Kotz(1972) prove the following: 
If  Y and Z have a standard hivariate normal distribution ivitli  correlation coeffi-
cent p, then 
E{\YZ\) = -
t t  
\ / l  -  p~ + p sin ^p 
So we have 
^[|(a'i-a'2)(a'2-a'3)|] = (2al + 4)E 
2(2ct| + (7^) 
( a i  -  a 2 )  ( ^ 2 - m .  
^{2ai + (JI) \J{2(7'i  + al) 
\l[ \ - ph + P sin V 
Also, E\Xj_]^ - A" I = yf\/(2cr| + al) gives 
c o t > ( | a i  - a ' 2 l , | a 2 - a 3 | )  =  2(2al + a},] \J[ \  -  p~) + p sin ^ p - \  
and 
Thus 
V a r { \ X j _ i - X j \ )  =  ( l _ i ) ( 2 a |  +  a 2 ) .  
Corr(|A'i  -  A2l,|A'2 -  A3I) = (^r^) \/(l  -  p^) + p sin~^p -  1 
= 1.75 ^(1 - /J-) + /9 sin V-1 (2.15) 
;}0 
Table 2.5: Values of Co7-7-(|A'| — A'o]. |A'2 — .\'3|) for Model M2.1 
9 0 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 oo 
p -1/2 -0.6 -2/3 -3/4 -6/7 -1 
C o r r ( | A o - A i | , | A 3 - A o | )  0.223S 0.32.59 0.4060 0.5210 0.6437 1.0000 
Table 2.5 shows that for cTg = 1, Corj'(|A'j - A'?!, I-X'? " mininium when 
(T^ = 0 and increases steadily as cr,^ increases, approaching one as ap —> oo. Thus, 
the second condition of Proposition 2.2. Co;t(|A'} — .V-:)|,|A'2 — A'3|) > —1/2, is 
satisfied and iMn (and thus &e) is asymptotically normal under the random walk 
model. 
Properties of &e and Bias Correction under Model MS 
Under the linear drift model M3, 
Xj ~ N{ i . iq  + ill ,  ( t |)  i  =  1 , 2 , . . . .  a  
and thus 
The e.xpected values of the moving range and mean moving range are the same 
since the 's are constant. That is 
E M n = \Pi(y^ (2.16) 
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Using (Je under model M3 results in overestimation. In those rare cases where one 
knows the value of CTc should be corrected b\' multiplying by the factor 
«3 = d'-) (2.17) 
Note that under model M3, E M n  given on page 16 is constant. Thus Proposition 
2.1 provides the almost sure convergence of Mn to its expectation and ae to 
Further, Table 2.4 suggests that at least for |/)| < 10 the correlation between lA'j —Xol 
and 1X2—.V3I exceeds-1/2, so that Proposition 2.2 provides the asymptotic normality 
of Mn (and thus (7e). 
Properties of ffe and Bias Correction under Model M4 
In this model 
X j  ~ l I N ( f i Q , r T ~ )  
where cr~ = (cr| + crp)).  So clearly. 
E&e = E(7f 
- \l'^i + 
In those cases where is known from previous studies, an unbiased estimator of ere 
is given by 
where = 
;V2 
Under model M4, EMn given on the top of page 16 can be shown (using es­
sentially the same arguments as used to prove Proposition 2.1) to converge almost 
surely to its (constant) expectation 
do 
— <76 • 
Thus, invoking Proposition 2.1 one has tlie ahnost sure convergence of Mn (and thus 
(7e). Further, the asymptotic normality of Mn follows from Proposition 2.2, once 
one realizes that under model M4, the fact that the -Vj's are iid implies that the 
sequence — A'j|} is 1-depcndcnt and stationary and that correlations similar 
to those producing the ^j — i j  = j+l — ^ entry of Table 2.4 show the correlation 
between |A'j — A'ol and lAo — .V3I to be positive. 
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CHAPTER 3. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATORS 
Maximum likelihood is a widely used estimation technique. For X = i 
a random vector of observations with joint density f n ( x , Q )  over 7i-dimensional Eu­
clidean space suppose Q C contains the unknown parameter. Given x, the 
likelihood function is the function of 0 
^ ( 0 )  =  f n U \e). 
Any 0 = 0(a;) € which maximizes ^(0) over fi is known as a maximum likelihood 
estimate (MLE) of the unknown parameter 0. MLE's do not always exist and if an 
MLE exists, it may not be unique. Under some regularity conditions, in iid models 
with increasing n, MLE's can be shown to be consistent estimators. Further, (again 
under regularity conditions in iid models), if 07? is a consistent sequence of roots of 
the likelihood equations 
^ l o g / n ( 2 l | 0 )  =  ^ e ^ l l l o g / ( a ' i | 0 )  = 0  
j  = 1,2,..., 5, then as » oo 
v/5T(0n, -0)  iV(O,»/(0)-^).  
i.e., in large samples the distribution of 0;^ is approximately 5-variate normal with 
mean 0 and covariance matrix 7(0)"^, where /(0) = jjf;—i 9 ^ is the 
; i i  
Fisher information matrix evaluated at the true 0. This is the reason that MLE's 
are regarded as efficient estimators. 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation of the Variance a% 
Estimation under Model Ml 
Under the basic model Ml 
X j  ^  I N ( f i j , ( T ^ )  i  =  U 2  n  
we have an impossible estimation problem. There are n observations, but (n + 1) 
parameters to be estimated (cr|,//j,/io,Progress can only be made by 
adding more assumptions to the basic model. There follows in this chapter some 
discussion of what is feasible in the way of maximum likelihood estimation under the 
additional assumptions of models M2, M.3 and M5. 
Estimation under Model M2 
In model M2, the population means are assumed to follow an .'\R(I) model as 
described in Chapter 1. Here, X_ = [A'j.-V^ A';)]' ~ iV(/iQ^, S) where ^ = 
[ p , p ~ . . . .  , p " ] '  and I! = (y^lu + with \'\} as defined in Chapter 1. 
If/iQ and p are known, maximum likelihood estimators of crj and crp are solutions 
to the likelihood equations 
^'77.) — vn) 
oOnl-l) , .2("^'"-)x^ rv (^e hi + CTi^ \n) C 
t 7 ( ( 7 g  / t z  +  v 7 1 )  v 7 i  —  tr((7^ Vji,  
-1 
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where 
c  =  ( x - / : o l ) ( 2 l - / ' o i & /  (3.1) 
There is at least one solution a: 
(3.2) 
is positive definite. 11" theio is more than orio solution to the likelihood equations, 
the absolute maximum of the the likelihood function is obtained by the solution 
minimizing |S|. (.Anderson 1969.1970) 
If both HQ and I! are unknown (but p is known), the maximum likelihood esti­
mator of /iQ is given by 
Anderson(1973) proposed the following iterative procedure which gives estimators 
cisymptotically equivalent to maximum likelihood estimators. From (3.2) the likeli­
hood equations can be writlcn as 
(3.3) 
,2(m/2)(0) 
be an initial set of values and a, 
be solutions to the set of equations 
(3.6) 
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•  _ i  -  1  9 ( 7 7 1 / 2 )  . 1  - I  9 ( 7 7 7/2) 
= <r(S^il)|/„E-il)C) (3.7) 
wheie ^'/n + ^Vji i = l,2,.... If is 
nonsingular, the matrix of coefficients in (3.6) and (3.7) is positive definite (Anderson 
1970). 
Anderson suggests using initial estimates from the procedure propo.sed by C.R. 
Rao (1972). This involves solving the equations 
9 ( m/2) 9 ( 7 7 7/2) 
77CTe +/7-(\;j )(T,- = t r { C )  (3.S) 
and 
9 ( 7 7 7/2) 9 ( 7 7 7/2) 
tr{Vn)ai'  + tr(VnVn)ai'  '  = tr{VnC) (3.9) 
simultaneously. Whittle (1953, 1954), A.M. Walker (1964) and Hannan (1970) have 
shown that y/n{cr^ — aj) has a limiting normal distribution under model M2. 
Model M2.1 Since the random walk model M2.1 is a special case of model M2 
the above procedure can be used to estimate cTg and <7^ in the random walk model 
(upon using the p=\ version of .Anderson's method). 
Estimation under Model M3 
As described earlier, in model iM3 
.V,- = /iQ + ih + e/. 
This is the simple linear regression model with values for independent variate given 
in [1,2,... ,7i]' and h the regression coefficient. The ma.ximum likelihood estimators 
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of / /Q, h and are well known to be 
/'o = A' - (3.10) 
h = 
n . _ (SkilSkZi) 
^t=\ n 
e l . o -
yn ' y .  ( ' ^  +  l ) y ^ n  y .  
7 7 ( n -  — 1 )  
—U— 
and 
..,(m/3) 
<^6 
respectively. 
.• V r^/? V. 
^ i = l  2 ~ ^ / = l  
(3.11) 
ln{n- — 1)  
(3.12) 
Estimation under Model M5 
Under the iid model M5 
A'- ~ //N{fi, erg) z = 1,2,..., n. 
Ma.ximum likelihood estimation of is described in any book on the theory of 
statistical inference. The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of cr| is 
,  f : ( A v - v ) -
(3.13) 
Since 
Ea 
o i m l b )  ( » - l )  2  
(3.14) 
3S 
.2('n^5) 
is a biased estimator of cr? with ijias 
B = -^.  
n 
(3.15) 
Clearly as n increases the bias tends to zero. 
O  (  ^  5 )  / T  ^  O  
The MLE has the — 1) distribution under model M5. The 
variance of 
so that the mean squared error of o-g 
under model M5 is 
T /  2 ( u - l )  4  Var(ae ) = erg, 
n-
(.3.16) 
IS 
"-^l" -!) -1 , <^e Mi>E(at: ) = T)—crc + — 
n- w 
( • 2 n - l )  4  
= 0—<^6 
(.3.17) 
(.3.18) 
Standard arguments show that under model M5, ^ is both almost surely con­
sistent and asymptotically normal. 
Some Properties of ML Estimators under Alternative Models 
The Mean of a, 
oiinlS) 
under Models M4 and M5 
..2(m/3) (7q can be written as 
- X ' i l  - P ) X  
n 
for P  =  D ( D ' D )  '  D '  where D '  = 
Searle (1971, |).5.'3) shows thai when is .V(/<. V-) 
E ( X ' A X )  =  t r { A V )  +  f i ' A n .  
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So under model M5, 
Ea. 
9 ( m / 3 )  ( n - 2 )  9  ( n - l ' P i )  9 
= (T- + /r. 
n n 
(3.19) 
And , under the model M4 
Ea 
2(m/3) _ (n - 2)^ 9 2\ , 2 
-— + ' ^ / l )  +  
The Mean of under Models M2 and M3 
The maximum likelihood estimator of o-g under the Hd model M5 is 
E 
.2('"'5) 1=1 (3.20) 
Under model M2. 
= p'/'o + E 
j=l 
and 
A' = 
Y, 
i=i , i=i 
—-—/'O + — 
» ( i  -  p )  +  e ,  
so that 
(A-,;-.V) = 
/ " • \ 
I.I ' '  
I'o +  H r 
j = i  
ii-
" ( i - z j )  
+(^1 - e). 
'10 
Since Etj, Ej^j.UjUi. ,Ej^i.tjtj, and Eejuj, are all zero, 
n n 
E Y . ( X i - x f  = • £  
i=l  i=l  
i  i=l 
n l ^ { n - l ) a l  
and 
+ cr^ 
n 
£ E „ , ,  „ , 2  t = lj = l "(1-/') 
I I  
= E 
y = i  
/  "  •  \ "  
e / ' '  
/'O + (" - ')'^c 
0  
+ 
n 
=  e  
i = i  
+ (^u 
(»- l )  
.. -2 ; . 1 ^ 
e  ( " +  - e  ( i +  / '  +  ' " • '  + • • •  +  / ^  )  
i=o "i=l 
/tg + (?r - l)cr| 
\ / 
E ( n - , v ; ^ ^  +  i E  
i=o j=i \z=i 
Ea^ 
1  "  
- e  
" ,ti 
"  . \  
e / > ^  
2  ,  ( "  - i )  2  
/'O + — 
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+ 
n 
( " - ! )  I  n  (  j  
i=0 "i=iv=i 
\2 
If /o = 1, we are in the random walk model M2.1. For this model 
n ^ n 2("^'5) _ (n-1) 2 , ^2 
H/Cf  ^  "•* C M 
n L ' - z E ' -• 1 n 
. ?  =  !  / = !  
Since 
and 
.  n ( n  +  I )  
i = l  
^  j 2  _  " ( "  +  ! ) ( - "  +  u  
/:=i 6 
(3.22) can be shown to yield 
2 ( ' " ' 5 )  ( n - l )  2  
X-/ p  •"''  ~ (y p  1  +  ( » + 1 )  g p  
6  a }  
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
.  o ( " j ' 5 )  . . . .  .  9  
For large n, o-g is badly biased (upward) as an estimator of Cg under model 
M2.1. 
Under model M3 
; = 1  / = !  
r — 
n 
i=l 
+ (n -  \)(Ti (3.26) 
Since 
E 
?:=! 
I — 
/•=i  
12 
i=l 
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and 
Ecr, 
2(m/5)  (n-1)  9 7l(7l  +  l ) ,9  
" ' h" crr + 
1 2  
Once again, for large ;?, ^ is badly biased (upward) as an estimator of cr^ 
under model iVI3. 
CHAPTER 4. BAYESIAN ESTIMATION 
Based on a random quantity A' ~ f { x \0 ) ,  using Bayesian ideas to draw inferences 
about a real parameter 0, we assume that the range of possible values for 0 can be 
specified and we have some apriori idea about probabilities for 0. That is, in a 
Bayesian formulation of the estimation problem, the parameter 0 is treated as a 
random variable with probablity density function n-(O). known as the prior density 
of 0. We can derive the conditional density of 0 given that A' = .i-, 7r{0\x), called the 
posterior density of 0 as 
(4.1) J J (x \0 )TT(0 )d0  
That is, • ! r {0 )  is updated through the use of f { x \0 ) .  This posterior density T T {0 \ X )  can 
be  used  in  d i f f e ren t  wayes .  The  cond i t iona l  o r  pos t e r io r  mean  o f  0  g iven  X =  x  
E{0 \x )  =  J 0TT{0 \x )d0  (4.2) 
is a function only of x  and is the optimal estimator of 0  under squared error loss. 
Hence fo r th ,  t he  Bayes  e s t ima to r  means  the  cond i t iona l  mean  o f  0  g iven  x .  
Estimation of the variance (t| using Bayesian approaches has been discussed by 
Press(19S9), Searle(1992) and Berger(19S0) for a single sample of size m. There, 
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9  . . . .  9  .  A'l, A'o,..., A'jn are and a natin-al conjugate prior distribution for is 
the inverse gamma distribution. Pross(19S9, page 52) has also discussed the use of 
"vague" priors for variances of the form 
a -X j .  
The calculation of posterior densities can be complicated and is sometimes not 
possible in a closed form. Recently, many advances have been made in numerical 
and analytic approximation methods for the posterior densities needed in Bayesian 
inference (e.g. Lindley (19S0), Tierney and Kadane (19S4), Geweke (19SS), Stewart 
(19S4), Naylor and Smith (19S2,19SS), Shaw (19SS), Smith et. al. (1987), Smith, 
Shaw, Naylor. and Dransfield (19S5). But implementation of these techniques re­
quires sophisticated numerical analytic expertise and specialized software. In an­
other development, Gelfand and Smith (1990) have discussed at length the proper­
ties of sampling based approaches, stochastic substitution, Gibbs sampling and the 
sampling-importance-resampling algorithms. We proceed to discuss the Gibbs sam­
pling algorithm in some detail, since we shall use it to approximate marginal posterior 
means. 
The Gibbs Sampling Algorithm 
Geman and Geman(19S4) introduced the algorithm that has become known as 
the Gibbs sampler. This has been widely used in the analysis of complex stochastic 
models involving large numbers of variables. It is useful when a joint distribution 
cannot be specified directly, but a set of full conditionals is available. For a vector 
of observed values x and an unknown vector of parameters 0 = {0i,0o, • • • ,0i.), a 
•lo 
posterior distribution 7r(0|x) can be calculated, at least up to proportionality, by 
multiplying the likelihood function by the prior density for 0. From this, we can find 
fu l l  cond i t iona l  d i s t r ibu t ions  Tr-{0 i \ x ,0 j - , j  ^  i ) .  
The Gibbs sampler is a Markovian updating scheme. The Gibbs sampling scheme 
works as follows: Given some arbitrary starting values 0^^) = ..., 
we draw 
4" ~ "1°''^' 
(4.3) 
4" ~ 
Every variable is visited in natural order. In Gibbs sampling, a cycle requires k 
random variate generations to move from 0^^^ = ...,) to 0(^) = 
..., ). In similar fashion, after i  such iterations, we get 0(^) = 
4''). 
Under mild regularity conditions, Geman and Geman have proved properties of 
the Gibbs Sampler that in the present conte.xt can be stated in terms of the posterior 
distribution 7r(01x). 
( i )  Convergence :  
0 ^ ' )  =  {0^ ,0 .2  Of^ . )  ~  K{0 iJ )2 . . . . , 0 f , \ x )  
and for any .s 
Oi ' ^  JL O s ~  n{0 . ^ \ x ) .  
-16 
(0 (^) ( i i )  Ra te  o f  Convergence :  Under the sup norm, the joint density of , 0^ ,... ,0 
given X converges to the joint density of (O^iOo,.. • ,0;;.) given a- at a geometric rate 
in  i  
(Hi )  Ergod ic i t y :  For any measureable function </(©) 
^  E[g{0^ ,0 .2 , . . .  J f , ) \ x ]  
Z—>0 2 
provided E[g{0i,02,... exists. 
A simulated sample of size i n  from the marginal distribution of 0^^ can be taken by 
repeating the procedure m times giving m iid k-tuples , • • •, ) j = 1,2,..., m. 
For a large i, (O^J^,..., oi'X) can be taken a.s a sample of size m from the posterior 
distribution of Os\x. Detailed discussions of properties of the Gibbs sampler are given 
by Gelfand and Smith (1990), Besag and Green (1993) and Gilks et. al. (1993). 
An Example of Gibbs Sampling for a Simple Two Parameter Normal 
Model 
We now establish the form of the Gibbs sampler for a simple 2 parameter model. 
Consider the model 
2L = AA + C (4.4) 
where C ~ MVN{0 , ( r ^G) .  We suppose A and G are given, while A and cr| are 
unknown parameters. (Assuming certain parametric functions to be known, models 
M2, M4 and M5 can be thought as special cases of this model.) We consider the 
following independent priors: 
1. A ~ A^(/\q,cr^), and 
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•2. a'i ~ IG(a , l3 ) .  
for and /? known. Gelfand and Smith (1990) have discussed how to calculate 
the marginal posterior densities in this model when G = 1  and A = 1 under various 
priors. 
The joint density of (X, A,<t|) is 
f { x ,X ,a j \ \Q ,a l ,a , /3 )  =  f (x \ \ , a j )Tr ( \ \XQ,cr1 )Tr{a j \a ,  (3 )  
This is a two variable (A,(7^) system. To apply Cibbs sampler wc need the condi-
(A|r.(7^). The full condition 
^(j:-aa)'g-1(£-aa) 
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tionals 7r(a^\x,X) and x( |r.(Tpr als are identified as follows. 
^ 1 (a-ao)'-/2ctr 
2- (a+ l )  1 /^4  
f ( x , \ , a^ )  =  
X -
Then, considered as a function of cri 
/ (T,A,(7e)  a  
2-(a+74-l) —l 
(27r)("+^)/"-
•e 
1 , (ir-aa)'6'-l(x-aa) 
+ 
So 7r(cr||a;,A) ~ /G' ^(a + j) , 
Similarly 
1 , (i-aa)'c-'(l-aa) 
3 + 2 
- 1 '  
f { x , X , a e )  oc k -ye  
1 , a'6-^a 
-=7 + ^ rj A--2A -'g i 
<y-^  C T g  
•IS 
giving 
T ( A | x , < T e )  ~  N  
•^j] i a'g;'! 
i'a 
1 , a'g-la 
-?T + •— 7!-— 
CTp 
1 a'g'-1a 
~ + 
l-^a 
0 
< e^ 
In Gibbs sampling for this model one starts with an initial values of A,a(^). 
For example, a suitable value might be the arithmetic mean, x. When iteration 
starts, a value is drawn from 7r(cr||T, ). Using A^^^ is drawn from 
"•(Ajx,^!^^^). So the first iteration is completed. The second iteration starts with 
a(^). Although this system permits inference about both A and (t|, our primary 
interest lies in the estimation of cr|. Under sciuared error loss E(ag\x) is the Bayes 
estimator of (t|. By the virtue of Ergodicity property of the Gibbs sampler, for large 
/, y ^  ^ is a sensible approximation of the Bayes estimator E { C Q \ X ) .  
1=1  
Bayes Estimation under Model M2 
Recall from page 4 that here 2L ~ where = [/>, p",..., 
9  0 -
and S = cTg/n + crpVn. Under the assumptions that both p  and i f  = are known, 
S can be written as 
t _ 
— +  i}Vn ,  
2 r -
= o-ec. 
and model M2 is a special case of the 2 parameter model (4.4). Thus under the priors 
/iQ ~ .'V(/i,ag) and ~ IG{a,i3) 
the scheme just discussed produces an approximately Bayes estimator for 
•19 
Bayes Estimation under Model M3 
As mentioned in Chapter 3. iV13 is a special case ol" the simple linear regression 
model. Press (19S9, page 125) has discussed the estimation of cr| under vague priors. 
We consider a procedure based on the Gibbs Sampler to approximate the Bayes 
estimator of a\ under other priors. In model M3 there is simple linear dependency 
between Xj and i.e. 
A'j|i = /iQ + hi  + £,; / = 1,2,..., n .  (4.5) 
where ~ IIWe consider the following independent priors on the param­
eters of model M3; 
\. 
2. h  ~ (7.5), and 
3. cr| ~/6'(ft,/3), 
where /iqi^^e all known. 
0 The joint density of 2Li  ^ *^6 's 
0 0 " 0 0 f { x ,  / < o, h ,  C T g )  = f {x\ k, f iQ, /jX/zqI/'O, crj')7 r ( / ? | / ? , ,  a .2 ) iT (ae \a ,  0 ) .  
This is a three variable (/«q,//,cr|) system. For the Gibbs sampler, the conditionals 
f iQ ,  h ) ,  • ! r ( f iQ \xJ i ,a^ )  and Tr(k \ x ,  i . iQ ,a^ )  
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are needed. In a manner similar to that used in the anal\'sis for model (4.4) 
/'qi '0 ~ I ' 1 , e (•'•,:-/'q /? 2 
•P  
N 
2 , -  (n+l )h .  , 2 - 2 7?(7|-(.r -  ^ 2 ) + '^e/'O 
/ 2 , (n<tj; + <7e) ^  2  ,  2 \  (na j -  +  a^ )  
and 
Tr{h \x ,a j , nQ)  ~ ^«7.|(ex t - /'qeo + 
cr  'l e + <^1 ' <^1 e 2 - + <^1 
. ( 0 )  We start with initial values of /*Q and l i .  //Q and l i^^h One .set of possible 
candidates for these is the set of ma.ximum likelihood estimators. On the first iteration 
a value of is taken from ;r(<T||j;,/<g^\/)(®)), then a value of is drawn 
f r o m  ; r ( / i Q | i r , T h e  f i  r s t  i t e r a t i o n  i s  c o m p l e t e d  b y  r a n d o m l y  s e l e c t i n g  
h from 7r(/i|T, /<Q^^). The second iteration starts with fiQ^ and The 
approximately Bayes estimator of <t| is then (for large I )  ~  7  X]  • 
1=1  
Bayes Estimation under Model M4 
Model M4 can be viewed as another special case of the model (4.5) discussed 
above. For model M4 
X.  ~  •V( / /oLc t - /„  )  
^2 
where (7~ = crn +(Tg = (1 + //)CT| with ;/ = -4j. We consider the situation where the 
ratio 7/ is known. Under the priors 
/'O ~ 
5 1  
and 
( T ~  ~  I G ( a , l 3 )  
r \ -  •  •  9  *  9 ( )  
the Gibbs sampler yields an approximately Bayes estimator of cr", say a- and 
9 9(/)4) 
the Baves estimator of Op is CT? = (l+'y) 
Bayes Estimation under Model M5 
Model M5 deals with i i d  assumptions. Replacing A and G by 1 and / respectively 
9  in the model (4.5) produces model M5 , and an approximately Bayes estimator of o-g 
is then evident. 
If we have prior for only and // is assumed to be known, a closed form exists 
for the posterior distribution of That is, with //. known, .V ~ N{fi,ag) and the 
9  .  .  .  9  .  prior <Tg ~ I G ( q , / 3 ) ,  the posterior distribution of is 
<y(o- |U)  ~  !G  
,9\ -11 
Under the squared error loss function, the Bayes estimator is given by 
( I  , 
= £(-e-u) -
Under model M5 this estimator has 
E a .  
3 + ^ 
( "  +  ? - > ) '  
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Bias  
Var{<Tg  )  
( ^ - ( a - l ) < 7 g )  
(a + ^  - l) 
(S'D 
( "  +  ! - • )  9> 
and 
MSE 
(o+f-1)-
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CHAPTER 5. MONTE CARLO STUDIES 
As is clear from previous chapters, not all of the estimators studied in this thesis 
have moments that are expressible in closed form. We have thus used simulation 
techniques to study the performance of the estimators under a number of sets of 
parameters for the models introduced in Chapter 1. 
Description of the Models Used in the Simulation 
Throughout our simulation study and without loss of generality, cr| has been 
taken to be 1.0. Our results could be appropriately scaled to give moments for other 
values of a\. .A description of the parameter values used for the models Ml, M2, MS, 
M4 and M5 in our simulation follows. 
Simulation Parameters for Model Ml 
Under this model, the population means are not the same, but are nonrandom. 
We investigated the following six deterministic patterns for the means. 
1. : Oscillating means, in particular 0, -2, -5, -2, 0, 2, 5, 2, 0, 
2. : For the first half of a sequence, the means are zero and for the second 
half means are 5. That is 0. 0 0. 5, 5 5. 
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3. Alternating means, in particular -I, +1, -1. +1, 
4. For the first half of a sequence a linear drift is 3 while for the second 
half the drift is -3. 
5. : For the first half of a sequence a linear drift is 3 while for the second 
half the drift is -1. 
6. : For the first half of a sequence a linear drift is 1 while for the second 
half the drift is -1. 
Simulation Parameters for Model M2 
In this model the means follow an AR(1) model. The random walk model, 
M2.1, is a  spec ia l  ca . se  where  p  =  1 .0 .  Th i s  mode l  invo lves  t h ree  pa rame te r s  / j q ,  p ,  
besides Table 5.1 gives different sets of values used for the parameters involved. 
In all cases, / iq=0. 
Simulation Parameters for Model M3 
For the linear drift model M3, //q = 0 and three values of the drift parameter, 
/?, are 0.1, 0.5, i.O for models -^3(0) *^3(3) I'^spectively. 
Simulation Parameters for Model M4 
The means are assumed to be //A^(0,(7^j). Choices of parameters cr^j=0.5, 1.0 
and 2.0 give models ^^^4(9) and ^^'^4(3) respectively. 
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Table 5.1: Models M2 Used in the Simulations 
Model 
Means follow .AR^l) with 
P 
' }  
^'•^2(1) 0.25 0.5 
^^2(2) 0.25 1.0 
^^'^2(3) 0.25 2.0 
^^'^2(4) -0.25 0.5 
^ 'h (b )  -0.25 1.0 
-0.25 2.0 
^h{ i )  0.50 0.5 
0.50 1.0 
0.50 2.0 
^h ( \o )  -0.50 0.5 
' ^h (n )  -0.50 1.0 
'^^2( 12) -0.50 2.0 
•^•^2(13) 1.0 0.5 
•^^2(1.1) 1.0 1.0 
^^^2(15) 1.0 2.0 
Simulation Parameters for Model M5 
For this I  ID  model, /<=0 and 
Prior Distributions Used to Produce Bayes Estimators 
The most commonly used prior for a normal variance is the Inverse Gamma dis­
t r ibu t ion .  I f  F  ~  IG{a ,0 ) ,  t hen  E(Y)  =  Var (Y)  =  
(a-l)-(a-2)/3^ 
Many choices of a and jS are possible. We have taken n—3 and varied i3 to get dif­
ferent means (and variances). .Since (7^=1, the following priors have been used for 
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9  
ctg: 
7G'(3,0.1), 
cr| ~ /6'(3,0.5), and 
a'i ~ /r7(3,2.5). 
These priors have means respeclively 5 limes <7^, equal to crj and 1/5 of (t|. 
To specify estimators that are Bayes under M2, we have considered the random 
walk model M2.1 with 7/=0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. We have then considered estimators that 
are Baj'es in this model, using the prior for /<q 
//q ~ .^'(0. 1) 
and priors for 
/6'(3,0.1), 
a| ~ /Ct(3, 0.5), and 
aj ~ /G(3.2.5). 
where apriori all parameters are independent. 
To specify a Bayes estimator of (t| under the linear drift model M3, the following 
independent priors were used for /tg and h. 
flQ ~ .'V(0,1) 
h  ~ :Y(0.5.1) 
Bayes estimators for model M4 have been studied using the priors for cr". The 
prior for /uq is N(0,1). In model M4, cr" = aj} +(7^ = crg(l + 7) can take three values 
0< 
1.5, 2.0 and 3.0 for ?;= 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 respectively. We have considered priors for 
2 a as 
a- ~ /G(3,l/15), 
(T" ~ /r/(3, 1/3). and 
<7- ~ /r/(3,5/3). 
having means respectively 5 times cr", equal to and 1/5 of cr~ when ?/ = 0.5 
cP- ~ /6'(3,0.05). 
rr" ~ /6'(3.0.25), and 
<7~ ~ /G'(3,1.25), 
having means respectively 5 times cr~, equal to cr^  and 1/5 of cr" when r\ — 1.0 and 
<T- ~ /G(3.1/30) 
a" ~ /G'(3,1/6), and 
<7~ ~ /6'(3.5/6), 
having means respectively 5 times a~, equal to a~ and 1/5 of cr~ when ?/ = 2.0. 
Description of Estimators Used 
The following estimators have been used in the Monte Carlo study. 
1. at from Chapter 2. 
2. The likelihood estimator of a \  under the random walk model M2.1, from An-
derson(1973). 
3. The maximum likelihood estimator of (t| under model M3. 
4. The maximum likelihood estimator of under model M5. 
5. Model M2.1 Bayes estimators supposing 7/=0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. 
6. Model MS Bayes estimators. 
7. Model M4 Bayes estimators of a\ based on priors for a~. 
5. Model M.5 Bayes estimators for 
More precisely, the estinuUors studied and some abl^reviations for them follow. 
1. MR: ai = (Mnhh)-. 
2. ML2: Likelihood estimator of under model M2.I, .-\nderson( 1973) , o-g 
The iterative procedure was stopped when consecutive estimates did not differ 
by more than 0.001. Negative estimate, if any, was taken as zero. 
3. ML3: The ML estimator of (t| under model M3, 
4. ML5: The ML estimator of <t| under model M.5, 
.5. B2a.l: The approximately Bayes estimator of (t| under model M2, with p  = 1.0, 
7/ = 0.5 and priors /zg ~ ~ /6'(3,0.1). 
6. B2a.2: The approximately Bayes estimator of a i  under model M2, with p  =  1.0, 
7/ = 0.5 and priors //q ~ A'(0. 1), cr| ~ /6'(3,0.5). 
7. B2a.3: The approximately Bayes estimator of under model M2, with p  = 1.0, 
T]  = 0 .5  and  p r io r s  / i g  ~  A ' (0 ,1 ) ,  a |  ~  IG( ' i . 2 .b ) .  
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S. B2b.l: The approximately Bayes estimator of i t J under model M2, wit-h p  = 1.0, 
Tj = 1.0 and priors ~ A'(0,1), cr| ~ /G'(3,0.1). 
9. B2b.2: The approximately Bayes estimator ot"cr| under model M2, with p  = 1.0, 
T] = 1.0 and priors ~ A'(0,1), cr| ~ /G'(3,0.5). 
10. B2b.3: The approximately Bayes estimator of under model M2, with p  = 1.0, 
7 /  =  1 .0  and  p r io r s  / iQ  ~  A^(0 ,1 ) ,  ~  IG( ' i , ' 2 .5 ) .  
11. B2c.l: The approximately Bayes estimator of under model M2, with/) = 1.0, 
T] = 2.0 and priors //.g ~ A^(0,1), cr^ ~ /G'(3,0.1). 
12. B2c.2: The approximately Bayes estimator of (tI under model M2, with p  = 1.0, 
Tj = 2.0 and priors /(q ~ .^^(0,1), cr| ~ /C/(3,0.5). 
13. B2c.3: The approximately Bayes estimator of under model M2, with p  =  1.0, 
T] = 2.0 and priors //q ~ A'(0,1), cr| ~ /6'(3,2.5). 
14. B3.1: The approximately Bayes estimator under model M3 with priors h ~ 
iV(0.5,1.0), pQ ~ A^(0,1) and aj ~ /6'(3,0.1). 
15. B3.2: The approximately Bayes estimator under model M3 with priors h  ~  
.'V(0.5,1.0), pQ ~ A''(0,1) and ~ /6'(3,0.5). 
16. B3.3: The approximately Bayes estimator under model M3 with priors li ~ 
/V(0.5, 1.0), //q ~ .'V(0, 1) and ~ /ri '(3.2.5). 
17. B4a.l: The approximately Bayes estimator of rr^ under model M4 with ?/ = 0.5 
and priors pQ ./V(0,1), <7- ~ /G(.3.1/15). 
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IS. B4a..'2: The approximately Bayes estimator of a\ under model M4 with 77 = 0.5 
and priors //q ~ .'V(0,1), cr- ~ /6'(3,1/3). 
19. B4a.3: The approximately Ba\'es estimator of a\ under model M4 with ^ — 0.5 
and  p r io r s  / jq  ~  a '^ (0 ,1 ) ,  a~  ~ IGi ' i . o f ' i ) .  
20. B4b.l: The approximately Bayes estimator of (t| under model M4 with 7/ = 1.0 
and priors /<q ~ A^(0 ,1), a~ ~ /6'(3,0.05). 
21. B4b.2: The approximately Bayes estimator of cr^ under model M4 with = 1.0 
and priors //q ~ iV(0,l), a' ~ /G(3,0.25). 
22. B4b.3: The approximately Bayes estimator of ( t| under model M4 with 7; = 1.0 
and priors /iQ ~ .'V(0, 1), cr- ~ /6'(3, 1.25). 
23. B4c.l: The approximately Bayes estimator of cr^ under model M4 with // = 2.0 
and priors //q ~ .'V(0,1), cr- ~ fG(^, 1/30). 
24. B4c.2: The approximately Bayes estimator of under model M4 with t ] = 2.0 
and priors /iQ ~ /V(0,1), cr- ~ /6'(3,1/6). 
25. B4c.3: The approximately Bayes estimator of cr| under model M4 with ij = 2.0 
and  p r io r s  / iQ  ~  A^(0 ,1 ) ,  c r -  ~  IG{^ ,5 /6 ) .  
26. B5.1: The Bayes estimator of cr| under model M5 with /i taken to be 0 and 
prior cr| ~ /G'(3.0,0.1). 
27. B5.2: The Bayes estimator of under model M5 with // taken to be 0 and 
prior cr| ~ /6'(3.0,0.5). 
28. B5.3: The Bayes estimator of crl under model M5 with /t taken to be 0 and 
prior cr| ~ /G(3.0,2.5). 
For all Bayes estimators above based on the Cibbs sampler, / = 100 and 200 estimates 
were used to estimate MSE. Maximum likelihood estimates were used as to initialize 
the Gibbs sampling algorithm. 
Analysis and Conclusions 
.A . S  described above, we used 28 estimators and 28 sets of parameters for the five 
different models described earlier. These sets of parameters cover a wide range of 
circumstances. 
Overall Comparisons 
Figure 5.1 shows an overall comparison of performances of these estimators for 
71=20. One can observe that the estimators B2. i.e. the Bayes estimators of Cg under 
the random walk model perform best across the set of models we have employed. 
The MLS estimator stands next to MR and the ML2 estimators in terms of their 
performances. The ML5 estimators have clone very poorly. 
When 7?=50, except for ihc MR estimator, the ranges of MSE's produced by the 
estimators increa.se as compared to those for ??=20. Figure 5.2 shows that overall, 
the MR estimator outperforms the ML2 and ML3 estimators for this larger number 
of observations. If the MR estimator is used, the value of MSE appears to decrease 
with increasing n. Otherwise, the overall picture remains the same. Estimators B4 
appear to be doing well but have very large values of MSE for some models. 
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Figure 5.1: Overall Comparison of Estimators n  = 20 
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Now. we look at cacli model separately and compare t he performances of different 
estimators. 
Comparisons under 
. . 9 ( i )  For n  =  20 Fig. 5.3 shows that the random walk Bayes estimator (with crp  — 
2.0) B2c.3 gives the lowest MSE. .Among non-Bayesian estimators, ML2 performs 
slightly better than the MR estimator. .Among other Bayes estimators, B4c.2 and 
B4c.3 do equally well. MLS amd ML5 do not perform well. 
[ i i )  For n = 50 Fig. 5.4 shows that the estimators B4b.2 and B4b.3 perform 
best. The random walk Bayes estimator, B2c.3 also does well. .Among non-Bayesian 
estimators, the MR estimator has the lowest MSE and outperforms ML2. 
Comparisons under 
(i) For n  =  20 Fig. 5.3 shows that again B2b.3 and B2c.2 perform best overall. 
Among non-Bayesian estimators, ML2 and .MR give the lowest MSE. 
( i i )  For n  =  50 Fig. 5.4 shows that ML2 and .MRoutperform all other estimators. 
Among the Bayes estimators. B3.3, B4c.2 and B4c.3 have the lowest value of MSE. 
Comparisons under 
{ i )  For n = 20 Fig. 5.3 shows that among non-Bayesian estimators, ML3 does 
best. Overall B2c.3 and B4b.2 give the lowest values of MSE. 
( i i )  For n  =  50 Fig. 5.4 shows that ML3 and ML5 perform best among non-
Baj'esian estimators, but overall B2c.3 and B4b.2 give the lowest values of MSE. 
In brief, among non-Bayesian estimators .MI/2 and MR perform best for n=20. 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of Estimators for Model Ml n = 20 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of Estimators for Model Ml n = 50 
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but ML2 gives liigher values of .VISE for )/=50. In case of alternating population 
means, estimator ML3 does well. Among Bayes estimators, B2b.2 and B2c.3 
do well when 7i=20. Performance of ML5 is poor for these three models. 
Comparisons under ^^4), ^^'^1(5) 
Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show that estimator ML2 outperforms all other estimators 
for n=20 as well as 7J.=50. Next stands MR. Among Bayes estimators, estimators 
B2c give the lowest values of MSE. ML3, MLS and B4 perform poorly. 
Comparisons under 
Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show that MR gives the smallest value of MSE and next 
comes ML2 for 7?=50. but that Bayes estimators B2 outperform these for >1=20. 
Among Bayes estimators, the estimators B2c are best (for both ?i=20 and n=50). 
Comparisons under ^^^0(3) 
Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show that among non-Bayesian estimators, MLS does best 
and next stands MLS, while MR and ML2 perform poorly(for both h=20 and ?i=50). 
Overall, the Bayes estimators outperform the others. The estimators B2 and B4 work 
best with larger prior means for ae~ in cases where a}, is large. 
Comparisons under 
Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 show that among non-Bayesian estimators, the conclusions 
are the same as for models j ^ • Overall for n — 20 Bayes estimators 
B2 and B4 perform well. For n=50. B2 and B4 estimators perform ecjually well. 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of Estimators for Model M2 ?? = 50 
Comparisons under 
Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 show that among non-Bayesian estimators, ML3 does 
best for n=20 but ML2 has the highest value of MSE. However, for ??=50, estimator 
MR. outperforms ML3. Overall, Bayes estimators B2 and B4c.l give the lowest values 
of MSE. 
Comparisons under •^^•>(11)' 
Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 show that ML3 and ML5 perform liost among non-
Bayesian estimators while MR gives the highest value of MSE. .Among Bayes estima­
tors, the B2 estimators do well, hut overall the B i estimators outperform the others. 
The picture does not change much for with B lc.l performing the best overall. 
Comparisons under •'^^•>(15) 
Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16 show that among non-Bayesian estimators ML2 performs 
slightly better than MR except for model Overall the estimators B2 have 
the lowest MSE for both n=20 and n=50. Estimators ML5, B5 and B4 give large 
values of .MSE. 
Comparisons under ^^^3(3) 
Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.IS show that (as would be expected) .ML3 and B3.2 perform 
the best. However, MR does better than the others. For •^^3(3)> i-e- h=\.Q, the 
Bayes estimators B2c.2 and B2c.3 perform equally well for both values of n but these 
estimators did poorly for •^/3(i) 'Tid M^oy I'll® B5 estimators give 
large values of MSE. Overall the method B2 also works well. 
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of Estimators for Model M3 n = 20 
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of Estimators for Model M3 n = 50 
Comparisons under 
Fig. 5.iy and Fig. 5.20 show thai ML3 and MLo did well among non-Bayesian 
estimators. The B2 estimators perform well for /?=20, but poorly for n=50. ML2 
gives the highest value of MSE. lIowc\'er, the R1 estimators give the lowest values of 
MSE, as expected. 
Comparisons under A/5 
Fig. 5.21 and Fig. 5.22 show that both ML.3 and MLS perform equally well for 
this IID model. ML2 does poorly. Overall B4a.l (for )2=20), B3.2 and B4c.l (for 
jr=50) outperform the others. For ?i=50, the estimators B2 give high values of MSE. 
Analysis of (.Mnl(h) as an Estimator of Standard Deviation 
Fig. 5.23 shows that the moan moving range estimator, (Mnl(h) performs best 
in models and .1/5. In general, it did well for .A/2 models with 
small values of ap. However, it is not a good estimator when p  is negative for M 2  ,  
o r  i n  t h e  c a s e s  o f  ^ ^ ' ^ 1 ( 4 )  l a i ' g e  A s  n  i n c r e a s e s ,  M S E  
of (Mnldo) gets smaller. 
Comparison of MR and ML2 
We have observed that estimators MR and ML2 seem to be most attractive 
among the non-Bayesian estimators. Fig. 5,24 and Fig. 5.25 gives a clear comparison 
of these two estimators. 
For n  =  20, MR and ML2 perform equally well for ^^^1(3)' 
but MR does poorly for the '^^1(5) However, MR has the smaller 
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of Estimators for Model M4 n = 50 
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of MR and ML2 Estimators n = 50 
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value of M S E  for linear drift models performs better 
than ML2 for most of the M2 models. For n = 50: The situation does not change 
much except that ML2 does better than MR for iM2 models with p=\. 
Some of the practical problems which wc came across while using ML2 estimator 
are: 
1. Sometimes the estimates may be negative. 
2. Since it is an iterative procedure, ML2 estimation takes more computer time 
as compared to MR estimator. 
So due to its parsimonious properties, we might consider MR to be preferable to 
ML2. 
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study has been to explore the estimation of variance in 
repeated sampling of size one from different populations ordered in time, when the 
population means are potentially changing. VVc hoped to find an estimator robust to 
unknown changes in population means. We considerd five models, covering a variety 
of circiunstances. Method of moments, ma.ximiim lilselihood and Bayesian techniques 
have used to derive estimators. 
In Chapter 2, we have discussed properties of a moving range and the mean 
moving range as estimators of standard deviation. The mean moving range is the 
basis of a standard approach in SQC for estimating standard deviation. With un­
equal population means, the mean moving range estimator, Mnl(h, systematically 
overestimates the standard deviation. The e.xtcnt of overestimation depends on the 
magnitude of the difference between population means. However, this overestimation 
is only 5% if the absolute difference i)etween population means is half the value of 
standard deviation and becomes 24% when this difference equals the standard devi­
ation. We have studied some large sami)le properties of the mean moving range (or 
Mnldo)- The almost sure convergence of A/,7 — EMn —+ 0 has been shown for any 
fixed sequence of means {fij}- This is a kind of almost sure consistency of Mn/do 
for its expectation uiicler a inociel witli nonrancloni means (and consequently for the 
cases of constant means and means with linear drift). A central limit theorem for 
Mn has been given and its assumptions have l^een verified for most of the models 
considered. 
Maximum likelihood is a commonly used estimation technique. In case the pop­
ulation means follow an AR(1) model, an iterative procedure which gives estimators 
asvmptoticallv equivalent to maximum likelihood estimators has been used. The 
" o 
E 
(n-divisor) sample variance, ^ common estimator of population 
variance and the maximum likelihood estimator under model M5. Some properties 
of ML estimators under alternative models have also been discussed. We have seen 
that when population means follow an .ARIl) model, the 7?-divi.sor sample variance 
is badly biased (upward) as an estimator of variance. The same conclusion holds for 
the case when there is linear drift in population means. 
Bayesian estimation procedures can be employed if one has prior beliefs that can 
be quantified in terms of a distribution. The Inverse gamma distribution has been 
widely used as prior distribution for variances. In cases where calculation of posterior 
densities is not possible in closed form, the Gibbs sampling algorithm has been used 
to approximate posterior means. The application of the Gibbs sampler requires full 
conditional distributions of the parameters to be estimated. It has nice asymptotic 
properties. .As discussed in Chapter o, Daves estimators for the random walk model 
perform best overall. 
f ) l  
Recommendations 
Since practitioners often encounl.cr data with little or no knowledge about pos­
sible variability in the population means in rejieated sampling, choice of a suitable 
estimator is a difTicult task. If we a good model for the population means, a suitable 
estimator can be derived for any estimation method. A real issue is to find some 
method robust to misspecification of the model for population means. We observed 
that the Bayes estimator for the random walk with a large value of the variance of the 
shocks in the random walk performed best across the variety of circumstances. Among 
non-Bayesian estimators, the estimator MR (based on the mean moving range) and 
the likelihood estimator under random walk model performed very well. But the 
mean moving range estimator MR may be prefered over other estimators if one is 
interested in non-Bayesian methods. 
I 
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